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The Advisory Committee for the I-35 Corridor was charged to:
• Study the impact of corridor-wide issues, including economic, political,
societal, demographic, population trends, use of existing/new/upgraded
facilities, multi-modal solutions and financing options
• Make recommendations on corridor planning, development and public
involvement
• Enhance participation and input between the Texas Department of
Transportation and affected communities, governmental entities and
interested parties
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Introduction
The I-35 Corridor is more than an interstate highway. It is one of the state’s primary freight
and passenger vehicle corridors. As a system rather than a series of individual projects, the
road and rail segments of I-35 represent important elements in a statewide network, which
moves significant volumes of people and freight daily. Perhaps I-35 is best described as a
strategic geographic region created by a transportation route that provides vital mobility
opportunities for Texans, facilitates national and international freight movement and serves
as an engine for the state’s economy. To say its role in Texas’ future is crucial would be an
understatement. Following are some specific examples of its importance.
At its southern end, I-35 connects Texas to one of the busiest land ports with Mexico; and at
its northern end it connects Texas to distribution centers throughout the United States. Day
and night, at any location on I-35, commercial trucks are a common sight. To serve the state’s
increasing population, businesses must rely on these trucks for the delivery of their goods and
services. Located in the middle of the North American trade route, Texas is a worldwide logistics
and distribution hub, and we need a reliable I-35 Corridor for continued economic growth.
I-35 is a primary artery whose influence on Texas businesses and residents extends far beyond
the interstate footprint, and whose importance cannot be understated. Forty-five percent of
the state’s population resides within 50 miles of I-35, living in several major metropolitan
cities, dozens of suburban communities and hundreds of smaller cities that are experiencing
unprecedented growth. I-35 also supports commuters, business travelers and tourists.
As important as it already is, future projections only show that its importance will grow. In
2005, estimated daily vehicle miles traveled on I-35 was 38.2 million and is projected to
increase 57 percent by 2025. There is an urgent demand for better mobility and improved
safety along the corridor, particularly on stretches of I-35 where traffic volumes push the
limit of the road’s design capacity. Our existing transportation infrastructure cannot meet
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the current transportation demand, much less the demands of the future. Based on these
circumstances, no one can dispute that if nothing is done to meet the future transportation
demand on I-35, there will be a negative impact on Texas. At the same time, decision makers
must take care to ensure that, any improvements they propose benefit the communities and
businesses that rely on the corridor, as well as the commuting needs of people living nearby.
This committee recognizes that the initial Trans-Texas Corridor (TTC) concept attempted to
address needed improvements along the I-35 Corridor. Despite the urgent need for capacity
improvements along the I-35 Corridor, and the boldness with which the vision tried to meet
that need, the public has reacted strongly against the TTC’s “one-size fits all” approach to
solving Texas’ transportation problems. From its launch several years ago through today, the
TTC has come to represent what Texans do not want in transportation project delivery. Though
the TTC concept lacks public and political support, the needs it attempted to address have not
gone away. Rather, the importance of the I-35 Corridor has become even more evident.
This advisory committee does not support the TTC concept. Instead we recommend a
more inclusive solution that respects local communities and private property rights while
addressing statewide and local transportation needs.
It is against this backdrop that the I-35 Corridor Advisory Committee has prepared this report
for the Texas Department of Transportation and the Texas Transportation Commission. The
advisory committee also agrees that the Legislature and the Texas congressional delegation
must respond without delay to improve mobility along the I-35 Corridor. Inaction may
result in a loss of economic development opportunities and an increased threat to the safety
of the traveling public. Deliberate steps must be taken by the Legislature and other state
leaders to advance funding, establish policies and create processes that will accelerate I-35
Corridor improvements without any further delay.
KKK
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C u r r e n t a n d F u t u r e Tr a n s p o r ta t i o n N e e d s
The transportation needs for the I-35 Corridor will not be met with a single approach. It
will be necessary to improve existing highway segments, where possible, and create new
infrastructure segments where existing urban density makes expansion impractical.
The advisory committee believes the future needs of the I-35 Corridor should adhere to
certain principles. The following overarching principles set the stage for the remainder of
this report and the recommendations of the advisory committee.
• Alternative modes should be a part of any future development plans for the I-35
Corridor. Given current freight and passenger traffic, a road only option will not
sustain projected growth. Rail alternatives, technology improvements and other
transportation advances should be explored to their fullest potential for the corridor.
• Corridor funds allocated to I-35 must stay on I-35. While the state has other priority
transportation projects, funds already allocated to I-35 should not be diverted to
other projects.
• Maintenance of I-35 must be a priority. Finding revenues for capital improvements
is only half the task. Sufficient long-term funding must be identified and allocated
to maintain I-35 into the future. Failure to properly maintain it will detract from the
value that I-35 brings to Texas and the nation.
• The use of existing rights of way wherever possible should be considered first. Where
the route must follow the existing alignment and additional right of way is necessary,
acquisitions should be limited in nature. For new alignments, local elected officials
should fully vet alternatives and decisions so that the best choices are made for the
benefit all of the users of I-35. In all cases, efforts should be made to minimize the
impact to private property owners.
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• Obtain utility easements rather than purchasing right of way. Every effort should be
made to allow land owners to retain title to their property while still achieving the
purposes of the I-35 improvements.
• The I-35 Corridor should be developed based on need. Projects should be prioritized
and built based on where the needs are the greatest.
• The I-35 Corridor should serve as a gateway for communities. As improvements
are made, special attention should be given to aesthetics as the corridor enters a
community. Efforts should be made to blend the physical features of the corridor
with the community that it serves. In all cases an analysis of impacts on communities
should be conducted and appropriate mitigation measures employed.
• Build consensus for transportation projects from the bottom up. The decision-making
process should be all inclusive, transparent and one that encourages the expression
of all viewpoints. Local officials and stakeholders should be aware of their needs and
should drive the timing and nature of theses improvements.
R e c o m m e n d a t i o n : The I-35 Corridor must include rail improvements. Double
tracking some rail segments and building new rail alignments can complement the existing
and future road improvements. Rail improvements will include both high-speed passenger
service as well as efficient freight service. The corridor should provide for safety, capacity
and multi-modal transportation choices.
R e c o m m e n d a t i o n : Connections to communities are essential. Whether it is
improvements to the existing interstate or a new route, connections are needed to, from and
through the communities along I-35.
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S p e c i f i c P r o j e c t R e c om m e n dat i on s
A discussion of the future transportation needs in the I-35 Corridor will logically recognize
two categories of projects. The first category of capital improvements includes those that are
clearly in the future and will be necessary as the state’s population grows and business needs
continue to grow. The timing and types of projects should reflect collaboration between
TxDOT and local government officials, as well as other stakeholder whose inputs will ensure
appropriate investments along the corridor.
The second category of capital improvement projects includes those that have already gone
through a planning and prioritization process and need to be built. These are projects that
need no further study or justification. Many critical projects fall into this category. However,
they lack funding, leadership or the resolve to get them built. These projects, which are well
documented and contribute to the goals of I-35, are included in their respective Metropolitan
Planning Organization (MPO) plans and other transportation plans.
The listing of projects provided in this report must not be construed as all inclusive. Rather,
it comprises a sampling of major corridor improvements and of other typical projects that
will contribute to the operational effectiveness of the I-35 Corridor. Some are already in
various transportation plans and others must be added as appropriate.
H i g h wa y I m p r o v e m e n t s
• North Tarrant Express (Tarrant County)
• SH 170 (Tarrant and Denton County)
• DFW Connector (Dallas and Tarrant Counties)
• DFW Outer Loop/Connector (Dallas, Ellis and Tarrant Counties)
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• I-35W and I-35E Improvements (Dallas, Denton, Ellis and Tarrant Counties)
• Additional international bridges in Laredo
• SH 360 (Dallas, Tarrant County)
Rail Improvements
• Tower 55 Improvements (Tarrant County)
• USDOT South Central High Speed Rail Corridor
• Austin-San Antonio Commuter Rail Corridor
• Freight rail relocation between Austin and San Antonio
KKK
Funding Summary
Without sufficient funding, the goals of improving mobility, reducing congestion, and
spurring economic development opportunities along the I-35 Corridor are nothing more
than wishful thinking and a futile exercise. Without funding, needed transportation projects
will merely become plans on a shelf. If road and rail projects are going to be built to support
the state’s expected growth, then state leaders need to make tough decisions now to define
and secure long-term, dedicated funding sources in order to make these plans a reality.
The advisory committee recognizes the difficulty in financing I-35 improvements, especially
when so many other parts of the state also need funding from dwindling transportation
revenues. Current funding sources are already committed, large portions of which must be
applied to maintaining the current system. Nevertheless, time is of the essence, and Texas
needs new revenue streams to meet the transportation needs.
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Failure to find additional revenue sources for building key projects will only set the stage for
even more difficult scenarios in the future.
Air quality and congestion levels are also important factors in transportation planning for
cities small and large. Without deliberate and specific action today, congestion and air
quality will worsen and our quality of life will diminish. Therefore environmental impacts of
any transportation plans must be carefully considered.
R e c o m m e n d a t i o n : TxDOT should seek all possible federal funding available in
reauthorization efforts for SAFETEA-LU and through any other congressional action.
Texas must leverage every opportunity possible to seek federal assistance in securing funds
for projects such as I-35, which have national significance.
R e c o m m e n d a t i o n : Funding committed to the I-35 Corridor should remain in place.
Where funding has been identified, those projects should move ahead without delay and
with local input.
R e c o m m e n d a t i o n : Seek private capital and investment to meet some of the needs
along the I-35 Corridor. To protect the taxpayers and gain the needed political acceptance,
appropriate policy and fiscal controls must be implemented.
R e c o m m e n d a t i o n : Capitalize the Texas Rail Relocation and Improvement Fund. Rail
systems parallel to I-35 Corridor will compliment the existing highway system by providing
more capacity and safety, thereby increasing transportation efficiency. These improvements
will only be made possible if there is a dedicated revenue source for long-term investment.
R e c o m m e n d a t i o n : Create a task force to implement provisions of the recently enacted
HR2095 Railroad Safety Enhancement Act of 2008, which includes the South Central Rail
Corridor and funding for other high priority corridors in Texas.
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R e c o m m e n d a t i o n : State elected officials should explore all available means for raising
money for I-35 Corridor improvements. Funding options could include stopping the
diversion of the state’s fuel tax to non-highway construction and maintenance operations;
imposing fees paid on rental cars; indexing the state’s fuel tax; increasing the state fuel tax;
maximizing the use of managed lanes (High Occupancy Vehicle and High Occupancy Toll).
It is also important to allow projects to be funded based on local needs and requests. The
I-35 financial plan should also incorporate innovative funding ideas.
KKK
O p p ort u n i t y a n d I m pac t s f or C om mu n i t i e s
Economic Development
Transportation improvements can change a community. With proper planning, societal
and environmental changes can be turned into opportunities benefiting a community while
minimizing any adverse impacts.
For balance, local leaders, stakeholders and interested groups should evaluate all aspects of a
transportation project in determining what is in the community’s best interest.
As experienced in Hutto, Texas, the new SH 130 toll road attracted economic development
opportunities bringing this community a larger tax base, new residential developments, and
new businesses. Its proximity to SH 130 has also brought new educational partnerships for
the school district.
When planning for state transportation projects, a community should begin planning
early to maximize the benefits from economic development opportunities. However,
smaller communities may not have sufficient staff or resources to prepare master planning
documents.
K10K
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R e c o m m e n d a t i o n : Communities should be provided with planning assistance from
TxDOT and/or other state agencies to create a master plan that will guide land use
development within proximity of the transportation improvements. For communities that
prefer to stay as they are, planning assistance will help them achieve this goal.
R e c o m m e n d a t i o n : Several directional signs for cities should be placed well in advance
of exit ramps, including during a project’s construction so that motorists are aware of
ongoing improvements. These signs will benefit the traveling public as well as the cities
along the roadway.
R e c o m m e n d a t i o n : Transportation planning groups, interested stakeholders and
economic development groups should be brought in early in project development discussions
so that issues can be addressed. Local involvement in corridor segment committees is a good
start and should serve as a template for all future transportation projects.
KKK
Connectivity and Continuity
It is desirable for all communities, rural areas and established businesses to have adequate
connections to transportation, particularly new road and rail alignments. Each segment has
its own concerns and deserves careful consideration.
Communities bypassed by a new transportation project need convenient means of connecting
to it, so they may benefit from the economic development opportunities resulting from the
shift in traffic. On the other hand, rural areas are usually more concerned with the potential
disruption of access and the impacts to the agricultural industry.
When determining improvements to the I-35 Corridor, the challenge facing transportation
planners and elected officials is to find a balance which preserves the integrity of the rural
K11K
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transportation grid, provides connections to communities and businesses and improves
mobility throughout the corridor.
R e c o m m e n d a t i o n : Local planning authorities and elected officials should be
consulted when addressing connectivity and continuity issues to ensure the plans meet local
transportation needs. If necessary, legislative remedies should be considered to make certain
that rural transportation needs are met.
R e c o m m e n d a t i o n : Public-private partnerships should include the cost of road or rail
connections and improvements to overpasses, local arterials and FM roads. This will reduce
the financial burden for small communities.
KKK
Ag r i c u lt u ra l C r o s s i n g s
In Texas, there are more than 40,000 miles of farm-to-market and ranch roads. In rural
communities, these roads provide vital connections to major highways, allow agricultural
equipment to be moved between farms and bring livestock and crops to market. Moving
products to market is made more difficult when farm land is divided by transportation
projects. If not properly planned and managed, this situation can become a safety issue for
the farmers as well as the motorists traveling these roads.
Texas needs to prepare for future transportation needs, while minimizing the impact on the
agribusiness community. The state must recognize the fragility of the agricultural industry
and work to minimize and mitigate any impacts to a property owner’s access to the property
and viability of the land. More work is needed to balance farmers and rural communities’
interests with statewide transportation needs.
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R e c o m m e n d a t i o n : TxDOT should coordinate with Texas Farm Bureau and other
agricultural groups on how to minimize transportation impacts on the farming and ranching
community, as well as to improve safety.
R e c o m m e n d a t i o n : Farmers and ranchers, whose land will be divided by a transportation
project, should be consulted early when determining placement and cost of agricultural
crossings to ensure adequate spacing and minimum inconvenience.
KKK
Public Involvement
Transportation affects everyone, from the commuter to the commercial truck
group has different transportation needs that should be recognized. Public
should begin early and include all stakeholders. TxDOT has taken a good
creating the corridor segment committees, but more is needed to ensure local
heard.

driver. Each
involvement
first step in
interests are

The ultimate success of corridor improvements will depend on gaining understanding and
support from the local elected leadership.
R e c o m m e n d a t i o n : More outreach activities should be conducted with the general
public, as well as targeted activities with specific groups, so that they can be included in
the decision-making process to determine their transportation needs. These groups include,
but are not limited to truckers, farmers and ranchers, educators, public safety officials and
businesses.
R e c o m m e n d a t i o n : Communication materials should be improved. Better materials are
needed to explain project development and right-of-way acquisition practices for traditional
highways, toll roads and rail projects.
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R e c o m m e n d a t i o n : The project development and environmental process should be
transparent and understandable to the public. TxDOT should do more to better explain the
environmental process, the associated federal requirements, and public comment rules.
KKK
Project Development
Transportation improvements are needed to the I-35 Corridor so that the communities it
serves as well as the rest of the state can prosper. There are many positive results from
well planned and executed transportation projects, including improved safety and air quality.
Other benefits such as the creation of park space and reduction in urban sprawl need to be
understood and explained to the general public. During project development, consideration
should be given to environmental protection, historical use, appropriate land use and
compensation for landowners.
Local transportation plans already include some solutions for I-35. Since these plans are
financially constrained, there may be other unfunded, long-term projects that can provide
additional solutions to improve mobility on I-35.
As future transportation projects are considered for the I-35 Corridor, “The Guiding
Principles on Toll Projects and Trans-Texas Corridor” adopted by the Texas Transportation
Commission, should be followed. The advisory committee endorses these principles and
supports their expansion as other issues are raised.
R e c o m m e n d a t i o n : Use existing right of way where possible to minimize the amount
of additional land needed. Land should be purchased only for a defined transportation need,
in compliance with state law. (See guiding principles on page 16.)
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R e c o m m e n d a t i o n : The public and local elected leadership should be involved
throughout project planning. By bringing these stakeholders into the process early, they can
be included in the decisions, and misconceptions can be addressed.
R e c o m m e n d a t i o n : The name “Trans-Texas Corridor” should be eliminated and
applicable sections of the Texas Transportation Code should be revised to remove the
reference. The conceptual 1200-foot cross-section also should be eliminated. The opportunity
for a productive public discussion has been largely eclipsed by the overwhelming negative
response to the original concept.
R e c o m m e n d a t i o n : The creation of conservation easements should be considered.
These easements can protect the environment and future land use immediately adjacent to
the I-35 Corridor.
R e c o m m e n d a t i o n : A dedicated Rail Division, with experts in rail issues, should be
established within TxDOT in order to aggressively pursue freight and passenger rail
development in Texas.
KKK
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G u i d i n g P r i n c i p l e s f or Tol l P r o j e c t s a n d t h e Tra n s -Te xas C or r i d or
To meet the state’s future mobility needs, toll projects and the Trans-Texas Corridor (TTC)
may be developed by the Texas Department of Transportation (department).
In the development, construction and operation of these projects, state transportation
planners will follow these guiding principles.
As provided in state law and as ordered by the commission:
• All state highway facilities will be completely owned by the State of Texas and shall
remain public property (Transportation Code, §223.206(a)). The department will
not enter into a comprehensive development agreement (CDA) that would transfer
ownership of this public property to a private developer.
• The department may purchase or “buy-back” the interest of a private developer in
a CDA at anytime (TransportationCode,§223.208(b)). In addition, all CDAs for a
lease of state owned facilities that are part of the TIC shall include this provision.
• The commission shall approve, in a public meeting, the initial toll rates charged
for the use of a toll project on the state highway system and the methodology for
increasing the amount of tolls, as well as any proposed change s in an approved
methodology for the setting of a toll (Transportation Code, §223.208(g)).
In addition, the department shall consult with any appropriate local metropolitan
planning organizations in carrying out these activities.
• Only added capacity to an existing highway will be tolled and there will be no
reduction in the number of non-tolled lanes that exist today (Transportation Code,
§228.201).
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• No contract entered into by the department will include any limitations or
prohibitions on improvements needed to existing or future highways (Transportation
Code, §371.l03). The department or another governmental entity may construct,
reconstruct, expand, rehabilitate, or maintain any highway or other transportation
project, regardless of any nearby or adjacent toll project or TIC project.
In recognition of the Texas Legislature’s commitment to protecting landowners’ property
rights and in following the department’s long-standing practice with other transportation
projects:
• The department will always consider the use of existing right of way that satisfies
the purpose and need of the project as a possible project location when conducting
environmental studies.
• In order to minimize potential disturbance to private property, and subject to the
requirements of applicable environmental and other laws, the department shall plan
and design facilities to the extent practical so that a landowner’s property is not
severed in two or more separate tracts and the original shape of the property is
preserved.
KKK
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